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Logline 

While studying abroad in Ireland, accomplished young musician Finley (Rose Reid) meets 

heartthrob movie star Beckett (Jedidiah Goodacre) shooting his latest medieval fantasy 

blockbuster. Sparks fly between the unlikely couple who inspire each other to find the strength to be 

true to themselves. But when forces surrounding Beckett’s stardom threaten to crush their dreams, 

Finley must decide what she is willing to risk for love. 

 

Short Synopsis 

Finding You is an inspirational romantic dramedy full of heart and humor about finding the 

strength to be true to oneself. After an ill-fated audition at a prestigious New York music 

conservatory, violinist Finley Sinclair (Rose Reid) travels to an Irish coastal village to begin her 

semester studying abroad. At the B&B run by her host family she encounters the gregarious and 

persistent heartthrob movie star Beckett Rush (Jedidiah Goodacre), who is there to film another 

installment of his medieval fantasy-adventure franchise. As romance sparks between the unlikely 

pair, Beckett ignites a journey of discovery for Finley that transforms her heart, her music, and her 

outlook on life. In turn, Finley emboldens Beckett to reach beyond his teen-idol image and pursue 

his true passion. But when forces surrounding Beckett’s stardom threaten to crush their dreams, 

Finley must decide what she is willing to risk for love.  

 

Long Synopsis 

A semester abroad in the glorious Irish countryside transforms two young lives in Finding 

You, an inspirational romance from writer and director Brian Baugh. Gifted violinist Finley Sinclair 

(Rose Reid) has spent most of her life preparing to attend a prestigious New York music 

conservatory, but her audition falls short. Fleeing the high-pressure atmosphere that threatens to 

overwhelm her, she decides to spend a semester abroad in Ireland, studying at the same school her 

beloved brother attended.  

 On the plane, Finley is unexpectedly upgraded to a first-class seat — right next to young 

movie star Beckett Rush (Jedidiah Goodacre). On his way to film the latest installment of his 

blockbuster medieval fantasy-adventure franchise, the action star is intrigued by the serious, studious 

girl who seems to have no interest in him. Turned off by what she sees as his arrogance, Finley 



 

 

rejects his overtures, but finds herself forced to contend with him again when they both arrive at the 

same charming B&B, run by her host parents.  

 Finley soon finds herself swept up in the daily life of the town, befriending locals who 

inspire her to reexamine her music and her life. And when she grudgingly agrees to help Beckett 

prepare for his role, she begins to realize that there is more to him than his teen-idol image. A sweet 

romance begins to blossom, as they each rediscover their artistic passion through the other. But 

when Beckett’s manager-father (Tom Everett Scott) sees Finley as a threat to his son’s carefully 

managed career, he is willing to do whatever it takes to get him back in line.  

A magical love story brimming with heart, humor and music, Finding You is written and 

directed by Brian Baugh (The World We Make, I’m Not Ashamed) based on Jenny B. Jones’ bestselling 

YA novel There You’ll Find Me. It is produced by Ken Carpenter, p.g.a. (The World We Make, Run 

the Race), Julie Ryan, p.g.a (I Never Cry, The Young Offenders), Stephen Preston (I Can Only Imagine, 

Woodlawn) and Brian Baugh. The film stars Rose Reid (The World We Make, “A Welcome Home 

Christmas”), Jedidiah Goodacre (“Chilling Adventures of Sabrina,” “The Originals”), Katherine 

McNamara (“Shadowhunters,” Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials), Patrick Bergin (Sleeping With the Enemy, 

Patriot Games), Saoirse-Monica Jackson (“Derry Girls,” “The Five”) and Judith Hoag (“Nashville,” 

Forever My Girl), with Tom Everett Scott (“13 Reasons Why,” That Thing You Do!) and Academy 

Award® winner Vanessa Redgrave (Letters to Juliet, Howards End).  

The director of photography is Michael Lavelle (Float Like a Butterfly, Patrick’s Day). 

Production designer is Ferdia Murphy (Handsome Devil, The Bachelor Weekend). The film is edited by 

Chris Witt (In the Shadows, I’m Not Ashamed). The music is by Timothy Williams (Fast & Furious 

Presents: Hobbs & Shaw, Brightburn) and Kieran Kiely (Immortal, “Ancient Aliens”) and the music 

supervisor is Susan Dolan (Hank and Asha, “Mercy”). The visual effects supervisor is David W. 

Allen (“Perry Mason,” Justice League) and the costume designer is Aisling Wallace Byrne (Here Are the 

Young Men, “Love/Hate”). Casting is by Venus Kanani (Divergent, The Perks of Being a Wallflower) and 

Thyrza Ging (The Hole in the Ground, “Can’t Cope, Won’t Cope”). Executive producers are A. 

Michael Roman (Zero, “Where Magic Happens”) and Julian Reid (The World We Make, Sweet Sweet 

Summertime).  

Principal photography was shot exclusively in Ireland, in and around Dublin, Clare, Offaly 

and Kildare with the “village set” located in the beautiful town of Carlingford. Second Unit locations 

included New York, Los Angeles and Nashville. 



 

 

 

 

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION 
 

Aspiring young violinist Finley Sinclair takes a life-changing journey that is geographic, 

cultural, spiritual and maybe even a little magical in writer and director Brian Baugh’s new film, 

Finding You. From New York City’s competitive concrete jungle to an enchanting village on the 

coast of the Irish Sea, Finley is on a personal pilgrimage of healing and renewal as she discovers 

what it means to find your true heart’s desire. Baugh, who adapted Jenny B. Jones’ beloved YA 

novel There You’ll Find Me for his latest movie, says he was drawn to the project by the unique 

elements that make the tale as inspiring as it is romantic.  

“It blends together so many different characters and story arcs,” Baugh explains. “A girl who 

loves the violin, a movie star looking for meaning, a movie within a movie, life in New York and, of 

course, Ireland.”  

Baugh weaves all of these threads into an enthralling tapestry as each of the characters 

transforms into what he calls “a better version of themselves.” Finley’s physical journey from 

Manhattan to the Irish countryside immediately resonated with the filmmaker. “I know from my 

own experiences that having an international adventure is an incredibly formative moment in a 

young person’s life. Being popped out of your normal routine to see how people in other parts of 

the world live is an irreplaceable learning experience.”  

Ken Carpenter, who also produced Baugh’s 2019 drama The World We Make, says Finding 

You’s international appeal, along with the spirited Irish music that permeates it, convinced him to 

back the project. “I won’t lie,” he says. “First and foremost I was grabbed at the word ‘Ireland.’ I’ve 

been there several times and I connected immediately with the notion of telling a story set there. But 

there’s a lot more to like about this film. People have an insatiable appetite for stories that hold the 

potential for rebirth and restoration. The film is both deeply meaningful and a joy-filled and exciting 

adventure.” 

Carpenter says he knew from his previous experience working with Baugh that the director 

was the man for the job. “Brian has a great storytelling sensibility,” says the producer. “He also has a 

gift for establishing a rapport with the actors and eliciting optimal performances. In addition, he 

comes from a cinematography background and he’s able to blend all that with a great look.” 



 

 

The producing team also included Baugh, Stephen Preston, executive producers A. Michael 

Roman and Julian Reid, and Irish producer Julie Ryan. “We had to find someone who knows the 

ropes over there,” Roman says. “Julie Ryan is the best there is. She knew the people, she knew the 

crew. She came through with everything we needed.” 

Carpenter is equally effusive in his praise for Ryan: “No one could’ve served us better than 

Julie. She captures the spirit of independent film in a unique way. She’s great at making really wise 

choices in the heat of battle and she does it with a spirit that keeps crew and cast morale high. She 

made it a very seamless experience for us.” 

Ryan, who says she fell in love with the film’s heart and humor, was excited to collaborate 

with the U.S.-based filmmakers. “The producing and directing team just made everyone feel at ease. 

Ken and Brian are so relaxed and calm but they get the job done. Brian had a vision of what he 

wanted for this movie and I never doubted for a second he was going to nail it.”  

Jenny B. Jones is the prolific, award-winning author of more than a dozen popular YA 

mysteries and romances, but Finding You will be the first adaptation of one of her books to reach 

the screen. Seeing the characters that have lived in her head and on the page finally come to life in a 

movie is a strange and thrilling experience, she acknowledges. “I was playing with the idea of an 

actor who had been stuck in a success that he never wanted,” says Jones. “Now he is looking for 

something different. The book was a chance to poke fun at that and I think the movie does that 

well.”   

Baugh’s script departs from the novel in a number of ways — emphasizing certain narrative 

threads while excising others — but that didn’t faze the author, who recognized the need to 

condense her roughly 300-page novel into a 90-minute film.  

“I wanted to concentrate more on the idea that our initial impressions of people aren’t 

always accurate,” says Baugh, who spent time going over the changes with Jones before production. 

“She wrote the book so of course I wanted her to feel good about the movie.”  

One of Baugh’s favorite inventions is Dawn of the Dragons, the movie-within-a-movie that 

Beckett Rush is in Ireland to shoot. “Getting to work in real castles with extras clad in armor and 

special effects dragons made me feel like a kid in a candy shop,” says the director. “It was a great 

week at the office and definitely a highlight of our time in Ireland.”   

 

Love Will Find a Way  

As the story begins, Finley Sinclair is grieving a terrible loss and fighting to win a place at a 

prestigious music school while trying to understand who she is. After growing up in the hothouse 

world of classical music and then failing to get into her dream school, she is exhausted. She hopes 



 

 

her time in Ireland will provide a much-needed break — but it turns out to be much more than that. 

In an idyllic village at the edge of the world, she finds an unexpected emotional connection to the 

town and its big-hearted people.  

As Finley, Rose Reid heads up an exceptional cast that features both emerging stars and 

acclaimed veterans. After Reid starred in Baugh’s 2019 romantic drama, The World We Make, he and 

Carpenter decided to offer her the leading role in Finding You. “We saw great promise in Rose,” 

says Carpenter. “She shouldered a lot playing Finley Sinclair. She goes toe to toe with people like 

Vanessa Redgrave, which only earned her more respect from me. Seeing her blossom in this movie 

makes me believe that there’s no limit to what Rose might do in the future.”   

Finley, says the actress, has an ambitious dream and has worked hard in pursuit of it. “She 

comes to Ireland expecting that something she experiences there will change her life. But she 

doesn’t expect it will be the people that she meets. A movie star is not the guy she imagined falling 

in love with. And a street performer is not at all the person she pictured would change her 

relationship with the violin. I hope audiences walk away from seeing this film embracing the idea 

that anything is possible.”  

Although Finley’s violin playing was recorded by a professional musician, Reid needed to 

acquire enough proficiency to appear to be playing. “I really respect Rose’s dedication to the role,” 

says Baugh. “Not only did she have to learn more lines than anybody else and be in almost every 

scene, but she also tackled learning some very difficult violin pieces, as well as the fun Irish jigs and 

traditional songs. She spent three months working with teachers and resenting me for making her 

learn Paganini, but she pulled it off.” 

Finley meets her unanticipated love interest, movie heartthrob Beckett Rush, on the plane to 

Ireland. “We looked long and hard to find the right Beckett,” says Carpenter. “There are a lot of 

good young leading men, but Jedidiah Goodacre has a disarmingly boyish yet rugged quality we 

thought would translate in just the right way. And it was a joy to watch him work.”  

Or, as Baugh puts it, “We needed someone who had a ton of heart, a little bit of crazy and a 

heart full of love all at the same time. Jed is uniquely suited for that. And when you say ‘action,’ he 

just locks into the character. He puts his whole heart into it.”  

Best of all, says Jones, the chemistry between Goodacre and Reid is sizzling. “Finley is in a 

very serious place emotionally when Beckett just explodes into her world. He is not going to let her 

stay down. They’re effective foils for each other because, as different as they are, they complement 

each other.”  

Goodacre says that although there were many good reasons for him to join the production, 

first among them was Baugh. “Storytelling is my favorite thing and I could see that this guy really 



 

 

loves to tell a story. It’s a very powerful film about how easy it is to get caught up in the things that 

don’t really matter in life.”  

Beckett has come to Ireland to shoot the next in a series of action films that have catapulted 

him to fame, but the work is beginning to feel meaningless to him. “He’s an old soul who doesn’t 

want everything done for him,” notes Goodacre. “He won’t stay at the big fancy hotels everyone 

else does. He checks into a little bed and breakfast instead. He thinks he might like to go to college 

and have a real girlfriend and even get broken up with. Instead he is Beckett Rush, teen film star 

whose dad leaks photos of him partying with tons of girls and alcohol to the tabloids.”  

The actor says he feels a kinship with his character. “I’m certainly not a world-famous movie 

star, but I am in movies and I know that some of the stuff that goes along with that is tough to 

navigate. The character might live and work in a fake world, but he’s very sincere.”  

That said, he acknowledges that the week he spent shooting the Dawn of the Dragons scenes 

was probably the most fun he had on set. “I play Steel Markov, the heroic leading man, rallying the 

troops to fight the dragons and saving the damsel in distress. It was a lot of fun just to dress up and 

live in a whole other world where dragons exist and I’m the guy fighting them.”  

Beckett is used to female fans falling at his feet, so when Finley doesn’t respond to him that 

way, he becomes intrigued and works hard to win her over. But as attracted as he is to Finley and 

her mysteries, breaking off his strictly-for-the-media romance with Dawn of the Dragons co-star Taylor 

Risdale, played by Katherine McNamara, won’t be easy. Glamorous, ambitious and confident, 

Taylor won’t go down without a fight, and Beckett’s dad Montgomery (Tom Everett Scott) will back 

her to the end.  

“Kat was wonderful to work with,” says Baugh. “She is so well prepared, so bright, so 

committed to the work and just a joy on set. Taylor is a character I expanded from the source 

material. She could easily be vilified but instead Kat brought real humanity to the role that I hope 

that audiences will empathize with.” 

One of the things McNamara says she loves about the story is that nothing is as it first 

appears. “Finley seems to have such conviction in what she wants and yet she doesn’t really know 

herself. Beckett seems to be at the top of his game professionally but he’s struggling in every other 

aspect of his life. There seem to be villains in this story — and I guess I happen to be one of them 

— but I think that if you look closely at these characters, all of their motives are authentic, valid and 

grounded in the reality of their world. If you can take a character like that and bring something 

different to it, you can turn it on its head.”  

The actress says what she will remember most about her time on set is Baugh’s joyous sense 

of exploration and play. “I’ve had the best time working on this film,” she recalls. “My first day was 

glorious chaos. It was the movie within the movie and we had horses and extras in Viking gear and 



 

 

people running and flames. There I was in a velvet princess gown and heels, trying to throw a 

roundhouse kick in the midst of this bedlam. Those trial-by-fire moments made me stop, look 

around and say, this is what I get to do for a living!”  

In a scene-stealing turn as Emma, daughter of the B&B owners and Beckett’s biggest fan, 

Saoirse-Monica Jackson drops the sarcasm that has made her character on the Netflix series “Derry 

Girls” a fan favorite for a sunnier, goofier worldview. “Saoirse-Monica made us smile every day with 

the joy she brought to set with her humor,” says Baugh. “She did a fantastic job of adding special 

touches and funny things in the background and on the edge of the frame that give the character so 

much life. 

“She is considered a national treasure in Ireland,” the director adds. “People light up when 

they recognize her from ‘Derry Girls.’ All these hen parties in Carlingford mobbed her while we 

were trying to shoot. She’s just a great sport and a magical person, just as funny as her TV character, 

but so much more than that.”  

Jackson says she loved her character and the movie’s positive message. “Emma’s a very 

whimsical, free-spirited girl. In one way, she has almost no self-awareness, but she’s also extremely 

insecure. I hope the audience roots for her and for all the young people in the world who are 

individuals. I think it will be good for teenagers and their families to watch together. There’s so 

much craziness going on in the world at the moment, I think young people need something heartfelt 

to enjoy.” 

Jackson’s career is on a roll these days, but she says Finding You has been a highlight. “It’s 

always been my dream to do an American movie. I don’t think I could have wished for this much 

fun. Rose is a beautiful person to be around and there’s great comedy in the contrast between 

Finley’s grace and Emma’s awkwardness. The entire cast is amazing. Doing a scene on the streets of 

Carlingford with Patrick Bergin was just an unforgettable moment.”  

 

A Distinguished Trio 

In addition to the eager, fresh-faced newcomers in the cast, the filmmakers assembled a 

group of experienced players that includes Tom Everett Scott as Beckett’s father Montgomery, 

Patrick Bergin as street musician Seamus and the incomparable Vanessa Redgrave as Cathleen 

Sweeney, a local widow with a powerful secret.  

“It’s been an incredible pleasure to work with Tom, Patrick and Vanessa,” says Baugh. 

“Along with our talented Irish cast, they bring little nuances and surprises, some that were apparent 

on set and others I got to discover in the editing room. All three knocked it out of the park with 

their performances.”  



 

 

Six-time Academy Award® nominee and winner of the Best Supporting Actress statuette for 

1977’s Julia, Redgrave arrived on the set with a deep well of respect awaiting her. “I’m very grateful 

Brian wanted me to act in this film,” she says modestly. “One of the elements that attracted me was 

the music. Another was Ireland. And given how difficult it is to get the financing for films, I always 

try and help a small independent film if it’s got a good narrative. I love the work of getting together 

with the actors and the crew and finding ways to extract the gold from the script. It takes the skills 

of all the different departments, not just the actors, to bring the qualities out. That’s my business as 

an actress and I love the work.”  

Cathleen Sweeney lives in an assisted-living facility. Though she has a sister in town, she has 

no visitors. When Finley is assigned by her school to befriend Sweeney, she is promptly and 

definitively rebuffed. “I’ve loved working with Rose,” Redgrave says. “It’s wonderful working with 

young actresses. I’ve worked with a lot of them and I’ve loved each and every one. I’m thrilled to see 

how instinctively truthful they can be. Rose and I did some good work together and I am very happy 

about that. And Jedidiah is a very good actor. He has got a lovely open quality that not all young 

male actors have.” 

No matter how much experience the cast and crew brought to the set, it was difficult not to 

be in awe of Redgrave, observes Carpenter. “Working with Vanessa Redgrave was a surreal and truly 

rewarding experience. To be able to sit in her trailer at the end of the day and talk about how it went 

was something I’ll treasure forever. She is remarkably attuned to everything that’s happening on the 

set. I’ll just say it was a real privilege.”  

 

Irish actor Patrick Bergin plays an itinerant fiddler whose performances are usually followed 

by a seat at the bar. When he read the script, Bergin sensed what he calls the magic in it. “The fiddle 

player in our mythology is the basis of storytelling,” he explains. “There’s a certain wickedness 

attached to the fiddle — and I mean that in a good way. Even to have a chance to pretend that I 

play it seemed too good an opportunity to miss out on.”  

 When the prospect of working with Bergin first arose, Baugh felt immediately that he would 

fit the role to a T. “I’d seen him do some really memorable work in big Hollywood films, but he 

actually lives in Dublin and the U.K.,” the director says. “He liked the material and so it became a 

reality. It was a joy to watch Patrick work. The relationship that develops between Seamus and 

Finley is a fun and really important element in the film.”  

Seamus may not have Finley’s impressive educational background, but his heart is in his 

fiddle. “You can be classically trained and have brilliant technique, but somehow lack the soul and 

the spirit,” Bergin believes. “The violin is very expressive and emotive. Perhaps that is why it is 

among the most difficult instruments to play.” 



 

 

Bergin himself has been writing and playing music for most of his life and says he will still 

occasionally slip out for an afternoon of busking. “Just for a bit of fun,” he admits. “I busked all 

across Europe when I was 17. I took my guitar to the streets of Paris and Amsterdam and all those 

places. I know those people. Almost every one of them has got a wonderful spirit and represents the 

texture of street life. You get to meet people who maybe are struggling a lot of the time, but it’s a 

colorful life.  

“Seamus is a street person who has suffered and has been through a lot of emotional 

upheavals,” he continues. “But perhaps he’ll be the one to get Finley in touch with her heart and 

help her become not only a beautiful violinist, but what we call a great fiddle player.”  

 

As Montgomery Rush, Tom Everett Scott plays against his usual earnest, likable type 

without ever crossing into pure villainy, says Baugh. “And that is much to his credit. He made it 

truthful. As far as he is concerned, his character is doing the right thing for his son.” 

“I have long admired Tom’s work,” adds Carpenter. “The thought of him playing an 

unsympathetic role like Montgomery was intriguing. He brought the character to life in a really 

fascinating and interesting way. He’s also a complete gentleman who elevated the set with his 

professionalism and good humor.”  

Scott realized right off the bat that he was going to be the closest thing the film had to a bad 

guy. “I was immediately interested because I don’t often get those roles,” he states. “And those 

characters are usually more interesting and more fun to play.”  

But it was the film’s story and central message that sealed the deal for the actor. “It was so 

charming and sweet,” he says. “It made me think about the choices you get to make in life. 

Eventually you’re going to realize that if somebody is telling you to do one thing, but your heart tells 

you to do another, you really have to follow your heart.”  

 

Made in Ireland 

Finding You puts Ireland’s spectacular landscape and quaint villages on full display, from 

the Cliffs of Moher — majestic stone promontories rising 700 feet above the country’s windswept 

Atlantic coast — to the medieval architecture and classic pubs of historic Carlingford, a tiny town 

just south of the border with Northern Ireland.  

Founded as a Viking stronghold, Carlingford offered the filmmakers centuries-old 

cobblestone streets, easy access to a modern highway and fabled Irish hospitality, all in one place. 

And while most interiors were shot in Dublin to take advantage of its world-class production crews 

and facilities, it is the tiny town that sets the stage for Finley’s transformation.  



 

 

“The infrastructure of Dublin was too strong to pass up,” says Baugh. “But we really wanted 

to show off the beauty of the country, from the ancient castles to the pastoral hillsides. We were 

always looking for what we don’t come across every day in America. Ireland and specifically 

Carlingford is a leading character in the story. Finley is deeply impacted by her Irish experience; it 

opens up her world and expands her point of view.”  

The filmmakers searched extensively for the perfect setting, says Carpenter. “I had been to 

Carlingford while shooting a documentary in Belfast. On our very last scouting day we went there 

and it checked all the boxes.”  

The town features a colorful mix of stunning natural scenery, majestic castles, charming 

shops and quaint homes. “It has a beautiful view of the ocean, coupled with farms and fields,” 

Baugh points out. “It has the old ruins and cemeteries that we needed as well as a beautiful bed and 

breakfast and great pubs that we could shoot in. We are so grateful that the people allowed us to 

come in and take over their town for a little bit.”  

Even Ryan, the Irish producer, was impressed by the warm welcome the filmmakers 

received in Carlingford. “The thing that stood out initially for us was this perfectly beautiful village 

with an amazing pier,” she recalls. “But when we began to meet the people, they were just so 

inviting that it was clear this was the location. Everyone wanted to be involved with the film in 

whatever way they could.”  

In some ways the film has been Ryan’s reintroduction to her homeland, she says. “We’ve 

been up and down the breadth of Ireland. We’ve been in Dublin and Wicklow, in County Clare and 

County Louth, all up through the coast and the Midlands. It was ambitious to try and get a picture 

of all of Ireland. This is just a great little snippet for American audiences and also for Irish audiences 

to fall back in love with their own country.”  

Reflecting on the experience, Goodacre says, “You can’t have a bad day in Ireland. Everyone 

is so friendly, so outgoing and so generous. Even the people you don’t know wave and say hello, 

and really ask how you’re doing. Carlingford is exactly what I imagined Ireland to be like, right on 

the ocean with beautiful green hills and all that history surrounding you.”  

 

Finding the Light 

One of Baugh’s priorities in creating the look of the film was to highlight the differences 

between Finley’s life in Manhattan and her adopted home in Carlingford, playing up the contrast 

between the concrete jungle and the lush natural landscape. To realize his vision, Ryan introduced 

the filmmakers to some of the most resourceful and talented Ireland-based department heads and 

crew members, including production designer Ferdia Murphy and cinematographer Michael Lavelle. 



 

 

“Emphasizing the differences between the two worlds Finley inhabits informed a lot of 

decisions in terms of both locations and color choices,” says Murphy. “Finley’s life in New York is 

quite hectic and crowded. It seems monochromatic, with lots of concrete and steel and glass, hard-

edged, man-made materials. We juxtaposed that with Ireland, which is peaceful, open and green. We 

also talked about trying to create a somewhat magical feeling, a place full of wonder for Finley to 

explore. One thing Brian was very keen to achieve was that, wherever we were, it offered a kind of 

embrace for his female protagonist.”  

Many of Baugh’s conversations with Lavelle centered on the fact that Irish cinema tends to 

emphasize the grittier, darker aspects of life. “But we really wanted to showcase the beautiful, 

positive aspects of the country,” he says. “It was fun to see Michael get so excited about the visual 

style, the lighting and the camera work we wanted. He jumped in full-force. We’ve made a fun 

movie, full of joy and I think the crew in general really enjoyed doing something a bit more romantic 

and fun.”  

According to Lavelle, Finley’s journey demands that the audience discover the beauty of 

Ireland along with her. “As she goes from the darkness of grieving towards brighter, more colorful 

hope for the future we had a very clear plan for how we would convey that in the blocking and the 

framing of the actors — even the choice of lenses. We tried to capture the growing intimacy as she 

starts to fall in love with the place and the people and sort of sinks in, like climbing into a warm, 

comfortable duvet.”  

Lavelle eschewed the modern lighting schemes he has often used in previous films. “Modern 

lights have a cold electrical quality no matter how much you gel them. They just don’t have the same 

warmth and vibrancy of some of the old-school lamps. We committed ourselves early to using very 

pretty lighting that helped us bring a realistic beauty to the film. We pulled up Maxi Brutes and other 

things that I’ve never worked with before. There were a lot of Jem Balls, which make everything feel 

lovely and glowy, but they are tricky to control because that wrapping warm light tends to just go 

everywhere.”  

Like the cast, the crew enthusiastically tackled the challenges of creating Finding You’s 

“Game of Thrones”-style movie within a movie. The medieval tale unfolded in two different castles 

tricked out to look like a busy film set. “That was one of the super-fun parts,” says Murphy. “We 

were trying to make it look like a huge-budget action film with a big cast, fire-breathing dragons and 

lots of special effects. We decided to let those scenes play out in kind of a cheesy, funny way to 

show why Beckett maybe didn’t want to be part of it anymore. We developed a completely different 

color palette but at the same time committed to the full-on drama of those great epics and a very 

strong visual style.”  



 

 

Baugh fondly remembers loving science-fiction and fantasy as a kid. “Perhaps it’s one of the 

reasons I want to tell stories through movies,” he says. “It was a joy to be able to touch on that and 

get the swords and the special effects, to blow things up and stage big stunts. I’m really thankful to 

the producers and to the crew and everyone who chipped in to make it work.”  

 

That Old Country Music 

In Jenny B. Jones’ original story, music, and specifically Irish folk music, is one of the keys to 

Finley’s metamorphosis. The author was excited the filmmakers chose to retain that. “Every time I 

heard the music on set I got so choked up,” she says. “Music is everything to Finley. It’s part of her 

healing process and it’s also so interwoven into Irish culture. She has to learn that what music was 

for her back in the States is completely different in her new life in Ireland. That changes her life.”  

The great tradition of musicianship in Ireland, as well as the often joyful style of the music, 

dates back hundreds of years. Evidence of fiddlers and their instruments can be traced to the 8th 

century and they have long been an integral part of the oral tradition of handing down wisdom, 

history and other important information.  

“The music is one of the things that drew me to the project,” says Baugh. “It was such a joy 

to work on. The first step was having Susan Dolan, our music supervisor, pick four or five pop-ish 

tracks that had a little Irish flavor for the montages.” 

Then it fell to composers Timothy Williams and Kieran Kiely to craft the original music that 

the characters would be heard playing during the film.  

Kiely grew up in Ireland playing traditional music on instruments including the accordion, 

concertina, tin whistle and bodhrán, as well as classical music on piano and violin. “He was able to 

lend so much authenticity to a lot of the fiddle pieces,” says Baugh.  

All of Finley’s playing was recorded by Zoe Conway. “A violinist who can play both classical 

music and Irish music is something of a rarity,” Kiely explains. “I contacted Stephen Cooney with 

whom I had worked with Sinéad O’Connor for his thoughts. Zoe leaped out at me, and 

serendipitously she lived in Carlingford. She plays our original music as well as Paganini’s Caprice No. 

5, which is Finley’s audition piece.” 

Once filming had wrapped and Baugh assembled a rough cut, Kiely went to work on the 

score. “I composed some hopeful uplifting cues for Finley as she starts her adventure, as well as a 

melancholy theme to express her heartbreak and loss,” says the composer, who utilized traditional 

Irish instrumentation including fiddle, guitar, accordion, low whistle, mandolin, harp, uilleann pipes, 

and bodhrán, as well as cimbalom, dulcimer, autoharp and mandolin, all blended with piano, 

orchestral strings, bass and drums.  



 

 

Williams took charge of the epic music used in the Dawn of the Dragon sequences. “Those are 

big orchestral cues, with lots of strings, brass, choir and orchestral percussion,” says Kiely. “There 

were orchestral recording sessions in Budapest, some harp, bouzouki, additional guitar and 

percussion in L.A., uilleann pipes by the renowned John McSherry in Belfast and drums by Ash 

Soan in the U.K. I can’t remember another occasion when I had to draw on so many different  

elements of my musical background on a single project.” 

 

A Whole New World 

Jenny B. Jones says her first experience in the film world has been all she could have asked 

for and more. “This is a movie for everyone who loves music and beautiful countryside, for anyone 

who wants to laugh, to be entertained and to leave a movie feeling hopeful and happy. My No. 1 

goal as a writer is to give folks a break and here’s a 90-minute break for you all.”  

The film features several tear-worthy, poignant moments, adds the author, along with “romance and 

the fantasy of stumbling on a famous actor and him deciding you’re the one for him. Most 

importantly, Finley shows us all what can happen if you’re willing to step out of your box and 

choose to live in an unfamiliar world.” 

Carpenter says returning to Ireland to shoot turned out to be a charmed experience for everyone 

involved. “I’m thrilled with the way our talent embodied the characters and brought the story to 

life,” he says. “You look at the canvas on which you tell a story — the setting, the geography, the 

people — and this was as good as a filmmaker could hope for. You look at what happens behind 

the camera and we linked arms with the Irish crew for an experience as productive as I’ve ever had.” 

Director Baugh hopes the film will encourage audiences to consider the idea that things are not 

always as they seem. Staying open to surprises in life, even events that appear to be negative, can 

result in some of our most positive experiences, he believes. “We often have trouble seeing the big 

picture when we are in the middle of it,” he says. “That was one of the most interesting things to 

explore. Just when a person thinks, ‘This is the worst thing possible,’ something incredible may 

happen.  

“Look at Finley. She’s convinced that there’s one path and one thing that she should be doing,” he 

adds. “She learns that it can literally take a village and a whole host of unfamiliar influences to 

achieve what she thought she wanted in a different way. We can perhaps reach more contentment 

and peace than we know. I think that is often how it goes in life.”  

  



 

 

 

 

ABOUT THE CAST 
 

ROSE REID (Finley Sinclair) is an actress and writer whose previous features include drama The 

World We Make, which was based on a story she wrote, family film Sweet Sweet Summertime and biopic I’m Not 

Ashamed, based on the life of the first student killed in the Columbine High School shooting. Earlier this year 

Reid starred in Lifetime’s “A Welcome Home Christmas,” opposite Jana Kramer. 

Born and raised in Nashville, Tennessee, Reid wrote her first script at the age of 14, which she 

helped produce into a short film when she was 16.  

 

JEDIDIAH GOODACRE (Beckett Rush) is best known for his role as Roman in the CW’s “The 

Originals” and its spinoff “Legacies,” as well as for playing Dorian Gray on Netflix’s “Chilling Adventures of 

Sabrina.” On the comedy side Goodacre originated the role of Chad Charming in the Disney Channel 

Original Movie “Descendants,” also returning for the two subsequent sequels. 

Goodacre was born in Petrolia, Ontario, Canada. While studying engineering in college, he realized 

that he wanted to pursue his passion for acting and subsequently enrolled in Vancouver Film School. Soon 

after graduation he booked his first acting job and has been working ever since.  

 

KATHERINE McNAMARA (Taylor Risdale) is an actress and singer who is perhaps best 

known for her role as Clary Fray in the Freeform series “Shadowhunters.” Based on a YA series, the fantasy 

show built a massive fanbase and garnered multiple People’s Choice and Teen Choice award wins. 

McNamara also starred in the CW’s “Arrow” as Mia Smoak, an underground cage fighter whose true identity 

was described as the best twist of the show’s seventh season. She has reprised the role on various other 

shows featuring DC Comics superheroes. 

McNamara can now be seen alongside James Marsden, Whoopi Goldberg and Amber Heard in the 

CBS All Access miniseries “The Stand,” based on Stephen King’s famed novel. She recently wrapped 

production on Push, opposite Victoria Justice. McNamara will next be seen in the horror comedy Untitled 

Horror Movie, which was shot entirely during lockdown, with writing, pre-production and the filming process 

taking place remotely.  

In 2018 McNamara reprised her role as Sonya alongside Dylan O’Brien and Kaya Scodelario in the 

third installment of the Maze Runner trilogy, Maze Runner: The Death Cure. She originated the role in the second 

film, Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials. 



 

 

McNamara’s other film credits include New Year’s Eve, Contest, Tom Sawyer & Huckleberry Finn, Little 

Savages, A Sort of Homecoming, Is That a Gun in Your Pocket?, Natural Selection and Indiscretion. 

On the small screen, the actor starred opposite Olivia Holt in the Disney Channel Original Movie 

“Girl Vs. Monster,” which attracted more than five million viewers, and the telefilms “R.L. Stine’s 

Monsterville: Cabinet of Souls” and “A Wife’s Nightmare.” McNamara’s other television credits include 

“CSI,” “Unforgettable,” “Law & Order: SVU,” “Drop Dead Diva,” “30 Rock,” “Happyland,” 

“Workaholics,” “Unforgettable,” “Jessie,” “Sondheim! The Birthday Concert” and the highly acclaimed 

Freeform series “The Fosters.” 

At the age of 13 McNamara began her career on Broadway in “A Little Night Music,” starring 

opposite Catherine Zeta-Jones and Angela Lansbury. Her other roles include “A Christmas Story: The 

Musical” as well as “To Kill a Mockingbird,” “The Crucible,” “Inherit the Wind” and “Galileo.” She has also 

been cast in a number of Actors’ Equity workshops/readings, including “Pan” with Laura Osnes, which was 

created by the “In the Heights” creative team. 

The triple threat has added music to her resume as well. McNamara plays the guitar and piano and 

enjoys singing and songwriting. She has shared her passion for music with the world by releasing the songs 

“Making a Monster,” which can be heard in Episode 1 of “The Stand”; “Ember,” which was featured in the 

“Shadowhunters” Season 2 finale; “Glass Slipper,” released in 2017; and “Chatter,” heard on the Contest 

soundtrack. 

McNamara is committed to giving back to the community. She is a champion of the United Nations 

Foundation’s girl empowerment campaign, Girl Up, a spokesperson for Stomp Out Bullying, an avid 

supporter of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society and Lollipop Theater Network, a lifetime Girl Scout and 

a volunteer for the Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles. She is also a regular attendee of Children’s Mercy 

Hospital’s Big Slick celebrity weekend, in support of pediatric cancer research and treatment programs. 

Originally from Kansas City, Missouri, McNamara graduated with honors from high school at the 

age of 14, and at 17 she graduated summa cum laude with a degree in business from Drexel University’s 

LeBow School of Business. McNamara is now pursuing a Master of Literature degree at Johns Hopkins 

University, as part of their graduate degree program Advanced Academics. She also has a passion for all 

forms of dance including ballet, tap, jazz, hip hop, lyrical, waltz and hula. 

 

PATRICK BERGIN (Seamus) has done more than 80 films and TV movies and is best known 

internationally for playing the menacing husband of Julia Roberts’ character in the thriller Sleeping With the 

Enemy, or for his role as an Irish terrorist alongside Harrison Ford in the film adaption of Patriot Games. He 

starred opposite Uma Thurman in the 1991 TV movie “Robin Hood,” playing the title role, and was a 

psychotic Provisional Irish Republican Army gunman in Johnny Was, with Vinnie Jones and Roger Daltrey. 

More recently Bergin appeared in Age of Kill, We Still Steal the Old Way, Free Fire, Black Bird and The Last Days of 

American Crime. 



 

 

Bergin’s recent TV credits include guest leads on ITVs “Wild Bill” and Channel 4’s “No Offence,” as 

well as playing series regular Jim Tierney in the fourth series of “Red Rock” for TV3/ BBC One and Aidan 

Maguire in “EastEnders” for BBC One.  

 

SAOIRSE-MONICA JACKSON (Emma Callaghan) is best known for the lead role of Erin in 

Hat Trick/Channel 4’s “Derry Girls,” for which she won a Royal Television Society Award for Best Actress 

in a Comedy Performance and was nominated for an IFTA (Irish Film and Television Awards) for Best 

Female Performance. 

Most recently Jackson played Mia in “Viral” as part of “Unprecedented,” a series of online plays for 

BBC4. Other television credits include: “Urban Myths” (Sky), “Broken” (BBC) and “The Five” (Red 

Production Company). On the big screen, she stars opposite Kate Nash in the upcoming comedy Higher 

Grounds, about a vegan café owner who enters the World Barista Championship.  

Jackson’s stage credits include “The Ferryman” at the Gielgud Theatre and “Of Mice and Men” at 

the Birmingham Repertory Theatre.  

 

JUDITH HOAG (Jennifer Sinclair) has appeared in such major feature films as Armageddon, 

Hitchcock, Bad Words, A Nightmare on Elm Street and I Am Number Four. Her latest work can be seen in Fishbowl, 

DC Noir and Roll With It. On television Hoag was seen in the “Halloweentown” movies on the Disney 

Channel, ABC/CMT’s “Nashville” and Syfy’s “The Magicians.”  

Shortly after her high school graduation Hoag began her professional career in New York. Within 

weeks she was offered a role in a new Off Broadway play called “The Times and Appetites of Toulouse-

Lautrec” at The American Place Theater. That was quickly followed by her first-ever television job, a role on 

the ABC soap “Loving,” whose eclectic alums include Bryan Cranston, Cherry Jones and Celeste Holm. 

When her contract ended Hoag moved right into features, being simultaneously cast in the films Cadillac Man, 

alongside Robin Williams, and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, a low-budget indie that became the fifth-highest 

grossing movie of 1990. Hoag played the lead role of April O’Neil in the latter film. 

Currently Hoag is balancing her acting career with her newest passion: producing and content 

creation. Her first feature is The Making of April O’Neil, a documentary that will chronicle the process of the 

making of her own action figure while examining the world’s obsession with comic-book characters, 

superheroines and collecting. Hoag’s popular YouTube Channel “Judith Hoag - Goddess on Fire” has a 

devoted fan base. She is launching her Patreon and a podcast, “The Tripodcast,” is set to launch in early 

2021. Hoag’s production company ACE LA/Nashville has two films and a series in development with 

producing partner Philip Stone.  

 

TOM EVERETT SCOTT (Montgomery Rush) has developed a reputation as one of the 

industry’s most versatile actors, showing up in diverse roles on the big screen, TV and stage. Scott’s feature 

credits include River Red, Boiler Room, One True Thing, Mars Needs Moms, Race to Witch Mountain, Because I Said So, 



 

 

Parental Guidance, Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Long Haul and La La Land. He most recently appeared in Clouds, 

with Fin Argus and Neve Campbell.  

Scott’s television credits include “Law & Order,” “Will & Grace,” “Sons of Anarchy,” “ER,” 

“Southland,” “Z Nation,” “How to Get Away With Murder,” “Reign,” “Scream,” “13 Reasons Why,” “I’m 

Sorry,” “The Healing Powers of Dude” and “Council of Dads.” 

The Massachusetts-born actor graduated from Syracuse University with a degree in drama before 

traveling to New York City to start his career. Scott first came to Hollywood’s attention as the soulful 

drummer in That Thing You Do!, Tom Hanks’ feature film directorial debut.   

Scott’s Broadway debut came in the Tony Award®-winning show “The Little Dog Laughed.” His 

other theater credits include a revival of “Dead End” at the Ahmanson Theatre, Roger Kumble’s smash-hit 

production “Turnaround” and Off Broadway productions of “The Country Club” and “Touch.” Scott’s love 

for theater, inspired by such repertory companies as The Wooster Group and Steppenwolf, led him and 

friends to launch aTheaterCo, a New York-based group focusing on original works. It was through 

aTheaterCo that Scott became involved with the project “River Red,” which he initially directed for the stage 

before producing it as a feature film. 

In 2009 Scott made his writing and directing debut with the comedic short Glock, which won Best 

Short Film at the Gen Art Film Festival.  

The actor currently resides in Los Angeles with his wife and two children. 

 

VANESSA REDGRAVE (Cathleen Sweeney) was born in South London on January 30, 1937.  

Her mother, actress Rachel Kempson, was married to actor Michael Redgrave whose father, mother and 

grandfather had been actors.  Michael’s mother was known on the stage as “Daisy Scudamore.” 

Vanessa trained at the Ballet Rambert before being accepted by the Central School of Speech and 

Drama where she worked with Litz Pisk, a superb dancer / teacher who sought refuge in England from the 

invasion of Austria by Hitler’s armies.  Her singing coach, Janl Strasser, the chief coach at Glyndebourne 

Opera House, had been a refugee with his wife from fascist Hungary at the beginning of World War II. 

Currently, Vanessa is narrating the role of the author in the BBC TV series “Call the Midwife.”  She 

completed a podcast with Trudi Styler and Mark Rylance and was recently seen in the feature film Mrs. 

Lowry and Son, co-starring Timothy Spall playing the famous British artist L.S. Lowry. She made her 

directorial debut with the documentary Sea Sorrow, produced by her son, filmmaker Carlo Nero, which was 

specially selected for the Cannes Film Festival in 2017 and televised by SKY ARTS in Italy.  “Vienna 1934 

– Munich 1938: A Family Album” was the first play Vanessa wrote, directed, and acted in. It was 

workshopped at The Rose Theatre, Kingston on Thames, in 2018 and produced for two weeks during the 

Summer Season of 2019 at the Theatre Royal, Bath. 

Among other honours, Vanessa has received an Oscar, a Tony, 2 Golden Globes, 2 Cannes Film 

Festival Best Actress Awards, a Venice Film Festival Golden Lion, 2 Primetime Emmys, a Screen Actors 

Guild Award, and the prestigious BAFTA Fellowship Award. 



 

 

She is a founding member of the ULYSSES Theatre Company. Vanessa played Queen Margaret in 

the Almeida Company’s production of “Richard III” when the company played on the Island of Mali 

Brijuni in 2017. 

Vanessa’s most recent feature film roles include Letters to Juliet, Coriolanus, Foxcatcher and Mrs. Lowry 

and Son (2019). Among the film achievements Vanessa feels most proud of is HBO Films’ The Fever, 

televised by HBO in 2007.  The film was written by Wallace Shawn and directed by Carlo Nero. 

 

FIONA BELL (Nora Callaghan) is best known in the U.K. for her roles in the series “Shetland” 

and “Soldier Soldier,” the miniseries “Acceptable Risk” or the “Jack Taylor” installment “Headstone,” 

opposite Iain Glen of “Game of Thrones.” In addition to a role in the telefilm “Low Winter Sun,” Bell has a 

host of other small-screen credits that include, most recently, the miniseries “Dead Still” and “The Nest,” a 

six-episode stint on the series “Blood” and several roles on “Taggart.” Her feature credits include AfterLife, 

Gregory’s Two Girls and Trainspotting.  

Bell hails from Argyll and Bute on the west coast of Scotland. She trained at the Royal Scottish 

Academy of Music and Drama in Glasgow and has worked extensively in theater all over the U.K. and 

Ireland. Her latest roles for the stage include playing Martha in “Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?” for The 

Gate Theatre in Dublin and Gertrude in Yael Farber’s production of “Hamlet,” also at The Gate.  

 

CIARAN McMAHON (Sean Callaghan) has appeared in over 30 TV and film productions to 

date, including notable performances in the Irish productions “Execution,” “The Vasectomy Doctor,” and 

“Scéal.” His international credits include “Game of Thrones,” “Vikings” and “Into the Badlands.” 

McMahon was born and raised in Dublin, Ireland, where he still resides today. The fifth of six 

children, he grew up in the Dublin hills, where as a child and young man he let his imagination run as wild as 

the local countryside. The actor describes his upbringing as being the best of both country and suburban 

living. McMahon trained at the Gaiety School of Acting, Dublin. Since graduating much of his career has 

been split between the screen and the theater in both Ireland and the U.K. 

  



 

 

 

 

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS 
 

BRIAN BAUGH (Writer, Director, Producer) is an American director, screenwriter and producer 

known for his commitment to telling socially relevant and inspiring human stories that span genres. They 

include the 2019 drama The World We Make and 2016’s I’m Not Ashamed, which was lauded by audiences 

during its theatrical release and nominated for a GMA Dove Award for Most Inspirational Film. In a career 

that has featured collaborations with respected actors such as Kelsey Grammer, Craig T. Nelson, Randy 

Wayne, Chloë Grace Moretz, Dakota Fanning, Vanessa Redgrave and Katey Sagal, Baugh has earned a 

reputation for eliciting powerful performances from his cast members. He has also written over a dozen 

screenplays, several of which are in the production pipeline.  

Although his work has taken him around the world, Baugh has been based in Los Angeles since 

graduating from USC’s School of Cinematic Arts. 

 

JENNY B. JONES (Author, There You’ll Find Me) is an award-winning author who writes 

romance, mystery and YA with sass and Southern charm. Since she has very little free time, Jones believes in 

spending her spare hours in meaningful intellectual pursuits, such as checking celebrity gossip and pursuing 

her honorary PhD in queso. Jones digs foster care, animal rescues and her adorable son. She lives in the great 

state of Arkansas, where she’s currently at work on her next rom-com.  

 

KEN CARPENTER (Producer, p.g.a.) has worked across a broad spectrum of the film and video 

industry. He now runs Nook Lane Entertainment in Franklin, Tennessee, just outside Nashville, where he is 

developing numerous film and TV projects. Most recently Carpenter produced karaoke comedy Roll With It 

for Endeavor Content, which will be released in 2021. He also served as a producer on “A Welcome Home 

Christmas,” a Lifetime movie that aired in 2020.  

Previously Carpenter produced The World We Make, an interracial romance set against still-simmering 

bigotry in a small town, and Run the Race (with executive producer Tim Tebow), released by Roadside 

Attractions in 2019. 

Prior to his current season in the narrative film and television arena, Carpenter worked for many 

years as a producer/director of music videos, concert films, commercials, branding films and documentaries. 

He enjoys travel, running and spending time with his family. In fact, his four teenage children accompanied 

him to Ireland for the production of this film.  



 

 

JULIE RYAN (Producer, p.g.a.) is the managing director of MK1 Studios. Though she is based in 

Dublin, Ryan works internationally producing film and TV dramas for studios such as Warner Bros., Sony, 

Paramount, Lionsgate, Walt Disney Animation, RTE, TV3, UTV, ITV and CH5. She previously produced 

the smash hit The Young Offenders, which played in Irish cinemas for 24 weeks, was released on Netflix in over 

180 countries and went on to become a successful BBC series.  

In 2021 Ryan has the features A Bend in the River and I Never Cry scheduled for release, as well as the 

TV series “Intruder” set to air. 

 

STEPHEN PRESTON (Producer) has a wide range of experience within the entertainment 

industry and is a producer with Red Sky Studios, a production and post-production studio based in 

Birmingham, Alabama. Excelling with sound mixing and sound design, Preston quickly advanced through 

other technical and leadership roles including post-production supervisor and visual effects producer on 

many projects. He has been involved in over 30 theatrical feature films and multiple television series, 

delivering projects to Sony, TriStar, Affirm, Samuel Goldwyn, Universal, Netflix, UP, Provident, CBS Sports, 

Fathom Events, Food Network, Roadside Attractions and Lionsgate.   

Preston is married with two young daughters. Together they enjoy woodworking and flying model 

airplanes. 

 

MIKE ROMAN (Executive Producer) is currently working as a partner, producer and executive 

producer with Red Sky Studios in Birmingham, Alabama. Roman is focused on the development and creation 

of feature films and television series. His role is to help develop content that will have an engaging and 

esteemed effect throughout the globe. He has propelled himself through multiple degrees and career interests 

and now focuses the majority of his energy on creating high-impact, quality entertainment.  

Roman has a master’s degree in business and has served on numerous boards. Married with three 

grown children, he pursues a passion for flying in his spare time and is certified to fly both single and multi-

engine aircraft. 

 

JULIAN REID (Executive Producer) is committed to deploying his business experience toward 

the development of films that make a positive impact in the marketplace. With a long history in the health-

care finance arena, Reid brings a seasoned eye to the structuring of film opportunities. Reid served as 

executive producer on The World We Make, an indie film released by Universal Pictures Home Entertainment 

and Netflix in 2019. He also served as co-executive producer on Sweet Sweet Summertime, starring Rose Reid. 

Reid is currently involved in efforts to further stimulate top-quality film and television production in 

the Nashville area. 

 

 

 



 

 

FERDIA MURPHY (Production Designer) works as a freelance production designer for theater, 

film, television, commercials and events. His designs for the screen include the features Lola (currently in 

post-production), The Other Lamb (2019), Christmas Perfection (2018), Handsome Devil (2015), Pursuit (2014), Dare 

to Be Wild (2014), and The Bachelor Weekend (2012). Murphy’s small-screen credits include the docudramas 

“Children of the Troubles” (2019), “The Voting Age: Election 1918” (2018), and “The Great War Diaries” 

(2014) as well as the comedy series “Bridget & Eamon” (Series 3, 2017). 

Born in Ireland, Murphy trained at Central Saint Martins College of Art & Design in London. He 

began his career designing the short films Unsaid (2011) and Foxes (2011), the latter of which won Best Short 

Film at the 2012 Irish Film and Television Awards. 

 For the stage Murphy has designed more than 50 professional theater, opera and dance productions 

in Europe and his work has been seen as far as the U.S. and China. His designs include the world premiere of 

“The Shawshank Redemption” (Dublin and London), “Waiting for Godot” (Dublin, New York and 

Shanghai), “Dans Under Hostmanen/Dancing at Lughnasa” (Aarhus, Denmark), Verdi’s “Macbeth” for 

Opera Ireland and the critically acclaimed “The School for Scandal” at the Abbey Theatre, Dublin.  

 Murphy’s work for the stage has resulted in nominations for Best Set Designer at both the Irish 

Theatre Awards (2004, 2006, 2008) and the U.K.’s TMA Awards (2007, 2009). He is an Honorary 

Scenographer from the International Organisation of Scenographers, Theatre Architects and Technicians 

(OISTAT). 

 

MICHAEL LAVELLE (Cinematographer) has shot three TV series and 14 feature films. In 

2018, Float Like a Butterfly received its world premiere at TIFF, where it won the Critics Award (FIPRESCI 

Prize). Lavelle was recently named by Variety as Irish cinematography’s “rising star.”  

Lavelle studied both cinematography and directing at the National Film School of Ireland before 

earning his M.A. in screenwriting. He also has attended the Binger Filmlab in Amsterdam and was selected 

for Guiding Lights, the U.K. film industry’s most prestigious director mentoring program, where Lavelle was 

mentored by Lone Scherfig (An Education).  

Lavelle shot a short film called Undressing My Mother that screened at International Critics’ Week in 

Cannes and received a special mention at Sundance. It went on to win the European Academy Award for 

Best Short Film in 2005. His debut documentary feature film, His & Hers, premiered at Sundance in 2010 

with Lavelle winning the World Cinema Cinematography Award for Documentary Film.  

Patrick’s Day, Lavelle’s debut dramatic feature as cinematographer, received its world premiere at 

SXSW 2014 and in 2015 he was nominated for an IFTA Award for his work on the film. At the Woodstock 

Film Festival Lavelle was honored with the Haskell Wexler Award for Best Cinematography.  

Lavelle also works extensively as a writer and director. In 2008 he wrote and directed the multiple-

award-winning short film Out of the Blue and in 2011 Lavelle was nominated for the Berlinale Today Award for 

Mummy’s Little Helper. Next he was the writer/director on the short Screen Ireland Award film Cluck, which 

was nominated for an IFTA Award in 2014. 



 

 

Lavelle’s debut feature screenplay, 6 Hours, won the Irish Playwrights & Screenwriters Guild Award 

for Screenwriting at the National Film School and is in development with Screen Ireland. He is currently 

attached to direct.  

 

CHRIS WITT (Editor) has 20 features and dozens of shorts under his belt, and his work as an 

editor focuses on crafting emotive moments that capture the imagination. Venturing outside the English 

language Witt has cut films in German, French, Chinese, Arabic and Hindi. Regardless of the language, he 

seeks to explore the universal honesty of our humanity. His films have screened at over 100 festivals around 

the world, including Cannes, Busan, the American Film Institute and the Tribeca Film Festival. Among the 

editor’s notable credits are Kavi, an Academy Award® nominee, and the Hindi feature Gali 

Guleiyan, nominated for the 2018 Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts prize for Best Asian 

Film. 

Witt cut three features that are set for release this year: the comedy Family Camp, the Cary Elwes 

dramedy The Hyperions and the drama Roll With It. His passion for crafting motion pictures is matched only by 

his love of film photography. Witt regularly shoots film stock left over from movie productions with his 

manual 35mm camera and develops the rolls in his kitchen. The only things dearer to him than his two 

cinematic crafts are his wife and two beautiful daughters. 

Witt is currently based in Los Angeles. 

 

AISLING WALLACE BYRNE (Costume Designer) has spent the last 23 years working as a 

designer in the film, TV, theater and fashion industries. She loves the collaborative process of filmmaking and 

is passionate about sharing her knowledge and experience with younger people who are just starting out in 

their design careers. 

Wallace Byrne obtained her honours degree at the Limerick School of Art & Design and went on to 

work in both fashion and film, while also opening a design studio/costume rental house and taking part in a 

student intern program. 

The costume designer lives in a coastal village in the west of Ireland, coincidently the same one this 

film was set in, as the author of There You’ll Find Me spent holidays in the picturesque village. 

 

VENUS KANANI (Co-Casting Director) has been nominated for two Artios Awards. Kanani 

formed her own company in 2016 and since then has cast many feature films as well as the TV shows “Crazy 

Ex-Girlfriend,” “Heathers” and “Liza on Demand.” 

Kanani is a Los Angeles native, having grown up in the San Fernando Valley. She received a 

Bachelor of Arts degree from UC San Diego in film, video and photography, back in the days before digital 

filmmaking. After cutting and splicing her way to a degree she got her start in production, discovered casting 

and spent 13 years working with Mary Vernieu at Betty Mae Casting. Beginning as an intern and eventually 

becoming a casting director, Kanani initially focused on feature films. She worked on some 90 films during 



 

 

that time, most of which were independently made. Some highlights include The Perks of Being a Wallflower, the 

Divergent series, Joseph Gordon-Levitt’s Don Jon and Mike Judge’s comedies Idiocracy and Extract. 

Kanani was an early participant in the very tough but successful effort to unionize casting directors, 

one of the last remaining crafts in the film industry that was not represented by a trade union. She’s been a 

proud member of Teamsters Local 399 since casting directors were made part of the union. She also serves 

on the board that negotiates the union’s contract with the AMPTP. Kanani was also a member of the board 

of the Casting Society of America (CSA) for four years, serving as secretary for two.  

The casting director currently shares a home with five dogs and five chickens. 

 

THYRZA GING (Co-Casting Director) counts among her recent credits the feature film The Hole 

in the Ground and the TV series “Dead Still” and “The South Westerlies” (both for Acorn & RTÉ One).  

Ging has a degree in international commerce from University College, Dublin. She worked as both a 

casting director and an agent for a number of years before joining Louise Kiely Casting in 2013. 

 

TIMOTHY WILLIAMS (Music By, Co-Composer) is a multiple-award-winning composer for 

film, television and video games who most recently scored the horror film Brightburn, directed by David 

Yarovesky and produced by James Gunn. Williams’ other work includes additional music for the features Get 

Out, Guardians of the Galaxy and its sequel Vol. 2, Deadpool 2, Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs & Shaw, History of 

Future Folk, Watchmen, Sucker Punch and 300. 

Williams is the composer for the forthcoming releases Gringa, Southern Gospel, Final Frequency and The 

Swearing Jar. 

Other credits include Walking With the Enemy, starring Ben Kingsley, which was named Best Film at 

the Ft. Lauderdale International Film Festival. His collaboration with director Robert Duvall, Wild 

Horses (starring Duvall and James Franco), premiered at SXSW. I’m Not Ashamed was nominated for a GMA 

Dove Award for Most Inspirational Film  and Diablo, starring Scott Eastwood, earned the Festival Award  at 

the San Diego Film Festival. 

Williams’ other film credits include We Summon the Darkness, directed by Marc Meyers and starring 

Alexandra Daddario; I.T., starring Pierce Brosnan and directed by John Moore; The Butterfly Circus, starring 

Doug Jones; Red Sky, starring Rachael Leigh Cook and Bill Pullman; Debug, starring Jason Momoa; and the 

documentary Beyond All Boundaries, produced by Tom Hanks.  

Williams’ television work includes four episodes of AMC/Shudder’s “Creepshow”  TV series helmed 

by Greg Nicotero (“The Walking Dead”), which included creating a new theme for the franchise, and Disney 

Jr.’s “Piney: The Lonesome Pine,” starring Simon Pegg and Jonathan Pryce. He also provided music for the 

Fox pilot “Richard Lovely,” Cartoon Network’s “Sym-Bionic Titan,” Disney’s “Madison High,” 

ABC’s “Missing” and Fox’s “The Exorcist.” 

Williams’ video-game music includes work for “God of War: Ascension” and “Rise of the 

Argonauts.” He has scored 60 live shows for Disney, Universal Studios and Sea World with highlights that 



 

 

include 2019’s Jurassic World Live Tour, The Wizarding World of Harry Potter, the opening of Shanghai 

Disneyland and World of Color’s “Hurry Home.” 

As an orchestrator, Williams has orchestrated over 63 films and over 40 episodes of TV including the 

Emmy Award®-nominated ABC series “Missing,” “S.W.A.T.” for CBS, “Castle” for ABC, “Timeless” for 

NBC, and “The Whispers” for ABC. He has also arranged for such artists as Rob Zombie, Vanessa Williams, 

Zella Day, The Creeper and Lea Michele. 

 

KIERAN KIELY (Music By, Co-Composer) has contributed to blockbusters such as Guardians of 

the Galaxy Vol. 2, Deadpool 2 and Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs & Shaw, while also writing music for hundreds 

of TV episodes. But it is his unique Irish background, authentic musical voice and eclectic skill set that 

brought him to score the music for this film.  

Music has always been an integral part of Kiely’s life. Growing up in Ireland, he was steeped in the 

Irish music tradition from an early age, while also studying classical piano and violin, and spent much of his 

childhood performing. Having been awarded a scholarship by renowned composer Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin to 

study at University College Cork, Kiely then went on to work with some of the biggest names in Irish music. 

First coming to prominence with the legendary Shane MacGowan and the Irish family band The Corrs, he 

became a long-term collaborator of Sinéad O’Connor. By then living in London, Kiely continued to work 

with a host of international stars such as the Eurythmics’ Dave Stewart, the Fugees’ Wyclef Jean and 

Fleetwood Mac’s Stevie Nicks. 

After studying film scoring at UCLA Kiely made Los Angeles his home, composing and 

orchestrating music in the world of film.  

 

SUSAN DOLAN (Music Supervisor) is a music supervisor for entertainment and brands. She has 

spent over 15 years spearheading the music-related aspects of countless productions ranging from Fortune 500 

ad campaigns to network TV shows and award-winning independent films. Her credits include films The 

World We Make, RUTH: Justice Ginsburg in Her Own Words and Hank and Asha, as well as TV series “Castle” 

(ABC), “Mercy” (NBC), “Life” (NBC) and “Men in Trees” (ABC). She also handled music clearances for the 

2020 film A Nice Girl Like You, starring Lucy Hale. Dolan has made countless song placements in national 

advertising campaigns for brands such as Nike, Target, Hyundai, Mitsubishi, Honest Company and Southwest 

Airlines, among others. 

 

DAVID W. ALLEN (VFX Supervisor) is a visual effects supervisor with over 25 years of 

experience in the film industry. Allen has a deep well of experience on both the technical and creative sides of 

filmmaking, which has helped him tell the visual story for dozens of feature films. His recent projects include 

Bad Times at the El Royale and the new HBO series “Perry Mason.” Allen supervised hundreds of visual effects 

shots on Man of Steel, Batman V. Superman and Justice League. He also worked on visual effects for multiple 

installments in the Fast & Furious franchise. Early in his career Allen pioneered the use of previsualization to 



 

 

design the main title sequence for My Favorite Martian. He also created visual effects for films ranging from 

Evan Almighty to Zookeeper and Dude, Where’s My Car?   

Allen received his degree from New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts, where his senior 

film opened the First Run Film Festival. He is a member of the Visual Effects Society and currently resides in 

Southern California. 
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